
A Two-Tier Approach 



Who Am I? 

•  Lulu Friesdat 

•  Emmy award-winning journalist and documentary filmmaker. 
Assignments with ABC, CBS, NBC, Alternet & Salon among 
others. 

•  Researching and reporting on election reform for over 10 
years. 



Voting Machine Security 

Quote from: J. Alex Halderman  
Professor of computer science at the University of Michigan  

•  All voting machines in use in the U.S. are vulnerable to vote-
stealing malware 

 - “There are 52 different models … in every single case 
where a machine has been subjected to rigorous independent 
security review, it’s been shown to suffer from vulnerabilities 
that would allow the spread of vote-stealing malware.”  



Voting Machine Security 

Quotes from: James Scott; cybersecurity expert 
Senior Fellow, Institute for Critical Infrastructure Technology 

•  Election results will be for sale in 2020 
  - “Access as a service … will be available for state 
tabulators by the next presidential election.” 

•  Manipulation through fractional voting will be the #1 choice 
 - “The payload that most of these guys are interested in 

would be a tabulation manipulation feature using 
fractionalization.” 



Voting Accuracy Concerns 

MIT/Harvard/U of Wisconsin report on the Wisconsin 
presidential recount:  

“One out of every 170 ballots in 2016 was miscounted in the 
election night tabulation.”  



Paper Defense 

•  Vote on paper 

•  Count the paper 

•  Only 2 states currently “conduct audits that are robust 
enough to detect cyberattacks,” J. Alex Halderman; Politico 



Kinds of Audits 

•  Flat percentage audits 

•  100% hand-counted paper ballot audits 

•   Risk-limiting audits 



Risk-Limiting Audits 

What are they? 

•  Developed and promoted in large part by Phil Stark; 
Professor of statistics at U of C Berkeley 

•  “A risk-limiting audit checks some voted ballots in search 
of strong evidence that the reported election outcome was 
correct – if it was.” 

- Risk-Limiting Post-Election Audits; 2012 White Paper 



Risk-Limiting Audits 

•  Complexity 

•  Security  

•  Transparency 



Risk-Limiting Audits 

“The audit can stop when”: 

“The rule depends on the “diluted margin” m, the smallest reported margin 
(in votes), divided by the number of ballots cast… Suppose the audit has 
inspected n ballots. Let u1  and o1 be the number of 1-vote 
understatements and overstatements among those n ballots, respectively; 
similarly, let u2  and o2  be the number of 2-vote understatements and 
overstatements.”  



Risk-Limiting Audits 

•  Complexity 

•  Officials may do it incorrectly, thinking they are doing it right. 

•  Officials may know they are doing it wrong, but not want to ask 
questions for fear of looking stupid. 

•  Officials may pretend to implement the process, but not actually 
do it. 

•  It may be easier for officials to game the audit, because most 
voters will not understand how it works. 



Risk-Limiting Audits 

•  Security 

•  Transparency 



2-Tier Approach 

Create a “two-tier” system, that gives each county a 
designation based on its average number of ballots and 
standard ballot content in a four-year period.  

Designations: 

•  Small/Limited 
•  Large/Complex 



Small/Limited 

Small county with limited ballot content 

•  Counties with on average 50,000 ballots or less and 
10 or fewer referendums 

•  These counties will perform 100% hand-count audits 
of all contested races. 



Large/Complex  

Large county and/or complex ballot content  

•  Counties with on average more than 50,000 ballots 
and more than10 referendums 

•  These counties will perform 
1.  Risk-limiting audits with a 99% confidence rate 

for all races on the ballot except: 
2.  A 100% hand-count audit of one randomly 

drawn race on the ballot 
3.  A 100% hand-count audit of any race where 

the margin of victory is less than 1% 



Hand Counting Advances  

1.  Slide-show counting 

2.  Releasing verified photographic ballot image to 
the public 

3.  Counting with spreadsheets 

4.  Better design  



Urgent Action Needed 

There is currently no single more important task for the U.S. 
elections community, than to get meaningful audits in place 
prior to the 2018 elections.  


